AGRICULTURAL SAFETY TOPICS

ROLLOVER PROTECTIVE STRUCTURES (ROPS)
Objective:
To understand risk of tractor overturns, and the effectiveness of
the proper use of Rollover Protective Structures (ROPS).

Background:
Tractor rollovers account for 23% of tractor related fatalities in
Ontario. Distracted operators, speed, and rough or uneven ground
are leading causes of tractor rollover. ROPS became available for
tractors in the mid 1960’s and were not available for all new tractors until the mid-70’s. However, they
were not standard equipment on new tractors until 1985. Many tractors built before those times are still
in use and they contribute to the tractor fatality rate because they are not ROPS and seat belt equipped.
Use of ROPS and seatbelt are very effective in preventing deaths due to tractor overturns.
For tractors that are not equipped with a ROPS, check with the manufacturer or dealer for the availability
of ROPS retrofit kits. Tractors should be retrofitted. Install and use seat belts on tractors with ROPS.
Seatbelts ensure that the operator stays within the “zone of protection” offered by the ROPS during a
tractor mishap.
Seatbelts should not be used on tractors without ROPS. Distracted operators,
speed, slopes, and uneven ground are leading causes of tractor rollover.
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There are two types of rollover protective structures:


Rollover Protective Frame



Rollover Protective Enclosure

Rollover Protective Frame
These are either two or four post frames which are securely mounted to the main
body of the tractor.
Use the provided seat belt to keep the operator within the protected area.
Rollover Protective Enclosure
A rollover protective enclosure utilizes the protective frame, but totally encloses the frame with metal
and glass. Seat belts are provided and must be used to contain the operator within the protected area.
In addition, this cab enclosure gives protection from weather, dust, noise and vibration.
Enclosures on older tractors were designed for operator comfort not
for rollover protection and they are not considered ROPS. ROPS must
meet regulations and standards that certify that they provide adequate
protection in a tractor rollover. To find out if a frame or enclosure is
certified, look for a certification label, contact the manufacturer, or
check for the presence of a manufacturer installed seatbelt.
Reducing the risk of a side rollover:


Set wheels as far apart as possible.



Lock the brake pedals together before high speed road travel.



Match speed to operating conditions and loads. Do not let the front
wheels bounce.



Slow down before turning.



Use engine braking when going downhill.



Avoid crossing steep slopes. Watch for depressions on the downhill
side and bumps on the uphill side. Turn downhill, not uphill, if stability
becomes a problem.



Stay at least as far from ditches and rivers as banks are deep.
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Keep front-end loader buckets as low as possible when moving.



If right front tire goes off the road into the ditch--turn downward rather than attempting to turn
back onto the roadway.

Reducing the risk for rear overturn:


Always hitch loads at the drawbar.



Use front weights to increase tractor stability.



Start forward motion slowly and change speed gradually.



If possible, avoid backing downhill.



Drive around ditches.



Back out or be towed out of ditches or mud.

Review The Following Points:


Install and use seat belts on tractors with ROPS.



ROPS do not prevent rollovers from occurring.



Most rollovers involve tractor speed, operator error, or unsafe driving conditions.



Follow safety steps to prevent rollovers.

Based upon: Ohio State University Extension. Roll Over Protective. Retrieved from website http://ohioline.osu.edu/atts/modules.html
© Workplace Safety & Prevention Services 2014. Workplace Safety & Prevention Services (WSPS) grants permission to approved
end users to reproduce this document in whole or in part, provided its intended use is for non-commercial, educational purposes
and that full acknowledgement is given to the WSPS. Approved end users are firms registered with the Workplace Safety and
Insurance Board. WSPS reserves the right to extend this permission to other stakeholders and interested parties by express written
permission upon application. WSPS extends no warranty to materials amended or altered by the end user. Under no circumstances
is this document, or any portion thereof, to be duplicated for purposes of sale or for external reproduction or distribution.
(Sample WSPS acknowledgement, “Reproduced or adapted from name of solution with permission of Workplace Safety &
Prevention Services, Mississauga, Ontario.”)
The information contained in this reference material is distributed as a guide only. It is generally current to the best of our knowledge
as at the revision date, having been compiled from sources believed to be reliable and to represent the best current opinion on the
subject. No warranty, guarantee, or representation is made by WSPS as to the absolute correctness or sufficiency of any representation
contained in this reference material. WSPS assumes no responsibility in connection therewith; nor can it be assumed that all acceptable
safety measures are contained in this reference material, or that other or additional measures may not be required in particular or
exceptional conditions or circumstances.
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